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We address the computational and conceptual problems
arising when conditional Granger causality, necessary to
disambiguate direct and mediated influences, is used on
short and noisy datasets of many variables, as it is typically
the case in some EEG protocols and in fMRI. We show
that considering Granger causality in the framework of
information theory we can limit the conditioning to a lim-
ited number of variables chosen as the most informative,
obtaining more stable and reliable results on fMRI datasets
both at region and voxel level.
The results on a dynamical model simulated on the
structural connectome matrix show that PCGC performs
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Figure 1 Top: the residual information gain Δy when an additional variable nd is added to the conditioning process, averaged over all targets
(left), and for a specific target, PCG.L (right). Bottom: the distributions of the 10 most informative regions for PCG.L
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significantly better than fully conditioned and pairwise
GC, in particular when the signals are short.
We then apply PCGC to publicly available fMRI data-
sets, with different TRs and divided in two sessions. It is
shown that the series with shorter TR have highest infor-
mational content. The curve of the mutual information
gain when an additional variable is used for conditioning
starts to become flat around 10 variables, indicating the
optimal number of variables to condition to. These vari-
ables are located not only in proximity of the target vari-
able, but distributed across what we could call an
“informational resting state network” across the whole
brain. This behavior is stable across sections and TRs.
With the additional step of pre-selecting the variables
according to the community structure, PCGC is applied as
well to time series from individual voxels. This allows to
extend the concept of functional connectivity density to
effective connectivity, revealing hubs for incoming and
outgoing information transfer.
Conclusions
Apart from solving the computational and conceptual
issues arising from a full conditioning of GC, this
approach presents a new way of looking at neuroimaging
datasets, using the concept of informative clustering to
group the variables from different brain regions in terms
of their shared information on the future of another tar-
get variable.
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